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ON AGE RINGS AND AM MODULES

WITH RELATED CONCEPTS

Yong Uk Cho

Abstract In this paper, all rings or (left)near-rmgs R are associa
tive, and for near-ring R、all J?-groups are right R action and all mod
ules are right ^-modules First, we begin with the study of rings 
m which all the additive endomorphisms or only the left multiplica
tion endomorphisms are generated by ring endomorphisms and their 
properties This study was motivated by the work on the Sullivan^ 
Problem [14]. Next, for any right H-module M, we will introduce AM 
modules and investigate their basic properties. Finally, for any near
ring R, we will also introduce A/H-groups and study some of their 
properties

1. Introduction

Throughout this paper, we start with the study of rings in which 

all the additive endomorphisms or only the left multiplication endo

morphisms are generated by ring endomorphisms. This research was 

motivated by the work on the Sullivan's Research Problem (that is, 

characterize those rings in which every additive endomorphism is a 

ring endomorphism, these rings are called AE rings) [14], [2], [3], [5], 

[6], [7], [8], [9], and [11], and the investigation of LSD-generated rings 

and SD-generated rings [외 and [4].

Let R be an associative ring (or near-ring) not necessarily with 

unity, G be an additive group not necessarily abelian and M a right
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module. We denote that End(R^ +) is the ring of additive endo

morphisms of R, End(R} +, •) the monoid of ring endomorphisms of 

_R, End(M) the ring of additive endomorphisms of M and EndR(M) 

the ring of J?-endomorphisms of the right J?-module M. For X Q 

we use gp(X) for the subgroup of ㈤+) generated by X, For each 

x E xr denotes the left multiplication mapping (that is, a i——> 

xa^ for all a E R). Observe xr € End(R, +). is the set

{x E R \ xr E gp(End(R, +, ■))). Note that £GE(R) is a subring of R. 

C(R) is the set {x e R \ xab = xaxb}. (£(B), j is a subsemigroup of 

(B, •), and x 6 if and only if xr e End{R} +, •)• Also £(7?) C

and £(jR) contains all one-sided unities and all central idem

potents of R. Similarly, we use RGE(R) and R(R) for the right sided 

analogs of £Q£(R) and respectively.

Let (G, +) be a group (not necessarily abelian) We will use opera

tions on the right side of the variables in near-ring theory to distinguish 

ring theory. In the set

M(G) ：= {/ I f ： G — G}

of all the self maps of G)if we define the sum f+g of any two mappings 

f^g in M{G) by the rule x(f + g} — xf + xg for all re € G (called the 

pozntwzse addition of maps) and the product / - 5 by the rule x(f • g)= 

(W、)g for all x C G〉then (M(G), +, ■) becomes a near-ring It is called 

the self map near-rmg of the group G or near-ring of self maps on G. 

Also, if we define the set

- M0(G) {/G M(G) I 0/- 0},

then (M0(G), +, •) is a zero symmetric near-ring [12, 13]

Let R and S be two near-rings. Then a mapping 0 from R to S is 

called a near-rzng homomorphism if for all a, 6 6 (i) (a+6)0 = a0+b0

and (ii) (사))0 = aObO.

We can replace homomorphism by momomorphism, epimorphism, 

isomorphism, endomorphism and automorphism, if these terms have 

their usual meanings as for rings ([1])

Let R be any near-ring and G an additive group. Then G is called 

an R-group if there exists a near-ring homomorphism

6 : (R)+)•) —> (M(G))+, *)•
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Such a homomorphism 6 is called a representation of R on G, we write 

that xr (right scalar multiplication in R) for x(rO) for all a: E G and 

r E R. If R is unitary, then 7?-group G is called unitary. Thus an 

I?-group is an additive group G satisfying (i) x(a + b) = xa + xb. (ii) 

x{ab) = (xa)b and (iii) xl = x ( If _R has a unity 1 ), for all x G G and 

a, b £ R.

Note that R itself is an R-growp called 난le regular group

Moreover, natu호ally, every group G has an Af(G)-group structure, 

from the representation of M(G) on G given by applying the f G M(G) 

to the x G G as a scalar multiplication xf.

An -R-group G with the property that for each x E G and a, b £ R) 

{x + y)a ~ xa + ya is called a distributive R~group. Every distributive 

near-ring 7? is a distributive jR-group.

A representation 0 of i? on G is called faithful if KerO = {0}. In 

this case, we say that G is called a faithful R-groupor that R acts 

faithfully on G

A ring R is said to be an AGE ring if

End(Ry +) = gp v End(R, +, > .

Clearly, we see that every AE ring is AGE, but not conversely from 

the following examples. Note if the left regular representation of R into 

End(R> +) is surjective, 나len R is an AGE ring.

R is called LSD (LSD-generated) HR —以Rj (R = gp(£，(R)、)\ and 

also R is called RSD {RSD-generated) if R = (R = gp(7Z(R))) R 
is called SD {SD~generated) if R = {R =即(C(K)C应R))

[2], [4] and [1 이 The classes of LSD, LSD-generated, SD and SD- 

generated rings are closed with respect to homomorphisms and direct 

sums, and the class of AGE rings is not contained in the class of SD- 

generated rings [2]. Examples are provided to show that the classes of 

AGE and LSD-generated rings are distinct. Although the class of AE 

rings is a proper subclass of the class of SD rings.

I(-R) and N(R) denote the set of idempotent elements of R and the 

set of nilpotent elements of _R, respectively.

Let G, T be two additive g호oups (not necessarily abelian). Then 

the set

M(G, /)：= {f I T ： G —t T}
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of all maps from G to T becomes an additive group under pointwise 

addition of maps. Since M{T} is a near-ring of self maps on T, we note 

that M{Gy T) is an M(T)-group with a scalar multiplition:

M{G, T) x M(T) M{G, T)

defined by (/, g) i一一> f . g、where x(f • g) = (xf)g for all x E G.

Let G and T be two J?-groups. Then the mapping f : G -一一> T 

is called a R-group homomorphism if for all x〉g C G and a E (i) 

(x + y)f = xf + yf and (ii) (xa)f = (xf)a. In this paper, we call 

that the mapping f : G ——> T with the condition {xa)f = (xf)a is an 

R-map.

Also, we can replace J?-group homomorphism by i?-group momo- 

morphism, i?-group epimorphism, jR-group isomorphism, J?-group en

domorphism and J?-group automorphism, if these terms have their 

usual meanings as for modules ([1]).

A near-ring R is called distnbutzvely generated (briefly, D.G.) by S 

if

(R〉+) = gp v S >= gp< Rd >

where S is a semigroup of distributive elements in R、in particular, 

S = Rd (this is motivated by the set of all distributive elements of R 

is multiplicatively closed and contain the unity of R if it exists), where 

gp < S > is group generated by S> we denote this D.G near-ring R 

which is generated by S is (R, S)

On the other hand, the set of all distributive elements of M(G) are 

obviously the set End(G) of all endomorphisns of the group G, that is,

(M(G))d = End(G)

which is a semigroup under composition, but not yet a near-ring. Here 

we denote that E(G) is 나le D G. near-rmg generated by End{G\ that 

is,

E(G) = (M(G)), End{G\

Obviously, E(G) is a subnear-ring of (Mo(G), +, ). Thus we say 

that £?(G) is the endomorphism near-rzng of the group G.
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For the remainder concepts and results on near-rings and JZ-groups, 

we refer to J. D. P. Meldrum [12], and G. Pilz [13]

2. Some Examples and Results

Notice that R is an AGE ring if and only if there exists a subset S 

of End(R)+, •) such that

End，(R〉+) = g? V S > .

■Sometimes, we will use the notations: End从R〉instead of End(R〉+), 
End(R) instead of End(Ry +, •) and GE(R) instead of gp < End[R^ +, •) >

Clearly, GE(R) is a subring of Endz(R)•

Fo호 any near-ring R and R-group G> we define the set

Mr(G) := {f G M(G) I (xr)/ = (rr/)r, for all x E G, r G R}

of all J?-maps on G as defined previously.

Lemma 2.1 Let G be an abelian D.G (_R, S')-group. Then the set 

Mr(G) :— (/ e M(G) I (rrr)/ = (x/)r, for all x E r G R} %s a 

subnear-rmg of M(G).

Proof. Let L g £ Mr(G)・ For any x E G and r E since is a 

D.G. near-ring generated by S, consider that

T = &iSi + 少2$2 + 少3$3 + ■ * + 3nSn^

where 8Z = 1, or —1 and s抵 S for z — 1, ••- ,n. We have that

(所)(f + g) = (xr)f + (xr)g =(时)r + {xg}r

=xf(5isr 十 <52s2 + • • + <5nsn) + xp(5iSi + <52-?2 T--- &注”,)

=xfdrSi + 旳(5]功 + xf32S2 + xg82s2 T--- 卜 xf8nsn + xgSnsn

=Srxfsi + Sixgsi + 52x/s2 + ^2xgs2 十… + Snxfsn + Snxgsn

=+ zgsi) + §2(xfs2 + xgs2)T---- F 6n(xfsn + xgs^
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=3i(xf + xg)sr + 62(xf + xg)s2 T---- 卜 Sn(xf + xg)sn

=+ ^)^151 + (xf + xg)82s2 T---- 卜 3/ + xg)6nsn

=(时+啲)01力+ 8當2 +…+弘sQ

=(W + xg}r =工(f + g、)T.

Similary, we have the following equalities:

(xr)(-/) = -(xr^f = -(wf)r = x(-f)r

and

(m、)f • 9 = ((cr)/)g = (3/)r)g = (xf)gr = x(f • g、)，r.

Thus Mr{G} is a subnear-ring of M{G). □

In ring and module theory, we obtain the following important struc

ture for near-ring and J?-group theory:

Corollary 2.2 (C. J. Maxson). Let R be a ring and V a right 

R-module. Than Mr(V) := (/ E M(V) \ (xr}f = (a;/)r, for all x G 

V, r G R} zs a subnear-rmg of M(V).

Example 2.3 [2]. Rings additively generated by central idempo

tents and one sided unities are LSD-generated and RSD-generated, so 

that SD-generated. In particular, since the rings Z and Zn are ad

ditively generated by 1, and Em血0) 으 Z, End^(Zn) = Zn, we see 

that Z and Zn are both AGE, LSD-generated and SD-generated rings. 

However, Z and Zn are all not AE rings except the cases Zi and Z2, 

because any nontrivial endomorphism on Z or Zn is additive but which 

is not a ring endomorphism. On the other hand, if e implies 

x3 = xn for n > 3, then = {0} for any nonzero proper subring S 

of Z. Hence any nonzero proper subring of Z is an AGE ring which is 

not LSD-generated and SD-generated

Proposition 2.4. For every AGE rzng R, and for any positive 

integer n, we get that zs an AGE ring, where Rz 으 R> for all

2=7,幼.…*
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Proof. We prove the case for n — 2, that is, .R ® 7? . Similarly, we 

can prove for the case n > 2. We must show that

End^R ㊉氏)=GE(R © R).

Since End^(R ® R) 은 Mat^(End^(-R)), we obtain that

* \Endz(R) Endz(R)] _ GE{R) GE(R) 
新"公伙八绢=临闕z(R) End^R)\ ~ [GE(R) GE{R)

Let f G End^(R © R) such that

fll fl2

/21 /22
,烏 E GE(R)

Then

hi = 2)나如 hi = 2入) 噸 上八 = £,사아" 为2 =*眼, 

2 j k t

where, Xfs G Z and hfs E End(R). Thus / is expressed of the form

£ V~r \ hz 0 0 hq 、 0 0 ,0 0，=» 0 0 +52 0 0 +52Afe hk 0 +E" 0 ht

i L 」jL J fc L J t L

Since all

phisms o

are ring endomor-
hz 0 0 hj ■ 0 0一

and
0 0 '

0 0 0 0 hk 0 0 ht

.R ® /?, K ® B is an AGE ring. □

From Example 2.3 and Proposition 2.4, there exist numerously many 

examples of AGE rings and LSD-generated rings.

Obviously, we get the following useful lemma:

Lemma 2.5. For any surjective rmg endomorphism h} £(i?) and 

TZ(R) are all invarant under h.

From this lemma, we get the following statement.
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Proposition 2.6. Let R be a ring with unity. If R an AGE rmg 

with S C End(JV) such that End%(R)=即 V S〉)and each element 

of S is onto, then R is LSD-generated, moreover SD-generated.

Proof. Let x C R. Consider a left translation mapping <j)x : R —> 

R by("(a) = xa for all a e R, which is a g호。up endomorphism. Since 

R is an AGE ring,

s = E
where E Z and ht G End{R) such that hz is onto, for z = 1? 2; • • • , n. 

Since 1 € 2?,如⑴=人儿⑴，that is, x = 人丿扁⑴，and since 

1 6 £(/?) Cl 7Z(R) by Lemma 2.5, we have ^(1) € £(R、) NR(R). Hence 

R is LSD—generated and BSD—generated, so is S.D—generated. □

Example 2.7 [2, 4].

(1) If S is an LSD-generated ring, then

is also LSD-generated by the set

(2) If S is an RSD-generated ring, then

is also RSD-generated by the set

v 0

0 0

x 0

0 x
y y
o o

v,x,y e 代(闵}.
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In particular,

is an LSD-gene호ated ring with the generators* ° ， 0 ].){)])

and also an RSD-generated ring with the generators: j S，3 !

and ； ； , but which is not an. SD-generated ring. Clearly, g ； 

is an SD-generated ring.

Similarly,

”=[o zj

is both LSD-generated and RSD-generated, but which is not SD-generated

Example 2 8 [4]. Let S be an LSD semigroup (i.e, xab = xaxb^ 

for all x, a, b G S'). Then the semigroup ring K[S]^ where K is Z or 

Zn, is an LSD-generated ring. In particular, for a nonempty set S with 

multiplication st — t, for alls,t G S, Z[S] and Zn[S] are LSD-generated 

rings. Furthermore if |S| = 2, then ^[S] is an LSD ring which is not 

an AGE ring

Obviously, we obtain the following remark: Let B be a ring and 

X C R such that R = gp(X) Let I be the ideal generated by {bxby 一 

bxy I &, y € X} Then R/I is an LSD-generated ring. Analogously, 

we obtain RSD-generated rings

Proposition 2 9 [2]. Let Y C End(R,+, •) and SCR such that 

/(S) U gp(S), for each f eY.

(1) If R ~ CQS(R) and for each x E xr 土工” where

each 6 V, then g认S) is a left ideal of R.

(2) If R is an AGE rmg and Y = End，(R)+, -)7 then h(、S) 으 gp(S、)) 

for each h G End{R, +).
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Corollary 2.10 [2]. Let S = T(7?), NQR) or the set of quasireg

ular elements of R.

(1) If R and Y are as m Proposition 2.9 (1), then gp(S) is a left 

ideal of R.

(2) If R and Y are as m Proposition 2.9 (2), then h(S) 으 gp(S、), 

for each h e End(R)+).

Observe that Example 2.7 is an LSD-generated ring which is not an 

AGE ring. To see this, let h . R ——> R be defined by

h，(
0 

b

a

0

b 0

0c

Then h e End(R, +), but 九(：J ) = ： S . By Corol

lary 2.10 (2), R is not an AGE ring.

Corollary 2.11.

(1) If R = CQ£(R) with a unity, then R 二二 gp(I(R)).

(2) If R zs a division AGE ring, then R = g认N(R、)、).

Next, we introduce a new concept of a right 7?-module and investi

gate it's properties. For any ring R, a right J?-module M is called an 

AM module over R if

End(M) = EndR(M).

For example, Q is an AM module, because of EndzQ=Q=EndqQ. 

In particular, R is called an AM ring if R is an AM module as a right 

J?-module R itself, that is, for all / G En做(K), x, t £ R)we have 

= f(x)r.

Proposition 2.12. Let {Mt\i E A} be a family of right R-modules. 

Then each Mz ts an AM module if and only if M :=㊉以 ts an AM 

module.
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Proof. Let f e End(M\ and let x = (x，) G M> where 气=0 

except finitely many, r E R. Define £ G End(Mj as following

九(政)=/(0, •••"，…,0) E End(Mz) = EndMM).

Thus

/((o,…，■-- , 0)r) = = /(0,…- , 0)r.

Consequently, we see that

六0r) = /(J2(0, 0)r) =(22/(0, • ■ - , 0))r = / (m)r.

Conversely, let g% G End(Mi) and let xz C r E R Consider, 

亿=(0, )如• • , 0) E Al Define f(x) — (0, ••- , gjg打)〉•…,0) Since

/ G End(M) = EndR(M))

it follows that gz E End^M^. □

Proposition 2.13. Let R be an AM rmg. Then for any r e -R, rR 

zs also an AM ring.

Proof Let f e End(rR). and g : R —> R be defined by g{x}= 

f(rx) for dM x E R Then g £ Endz(R) This implies that gixry)= 

g(x)ry^ because End^(R)二二 EndR(R). So we have

f(rxry} = f(rx)ry.

Hence, for any t C R)rR is an AM ring □

Proposition 2 14 Let M be a right R-module.

(1) If M is a faithful AM module over R, than R is a commutative 

ring.
(2) If M ts a simple AM module over R, than End(M) is a division 

ring.
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Proof. (1) Let f e End(M) and let a, 6 6 i?, where f(x) = xa, 

for all x E M. Then

f(xb) = (M)q.

On the othe호 hand, since f G End(M') = EndR(M\ we have that

f(xb) = f(x)b= (xa)b.

Hence (xb)a = (xa)b for all x E M, Since M is faithful, we see that 

ab = ba

(2) The proof of this part is easily induced from the Schurs1 Lemma. □

Hereafter, we shall treat a special kind of near-ring R and an R- 

group G, there is a module like concept as follows: Let (R, S') be a 

D.G. near-ring. Then an additive group G is called a D. G. (B, S)- 

group if there exists a D.G. near-rmg homomorphism

0 : (R、S) —> (M(G\End(G* = E(G)

such that SO C End(G). If we write that xr instead of x(r6) for all 

x E G and r G then an D.G (R)S)-group is an additive group G 

satisfying the following conditions:

x(rs) = (xr)s

and

x(r + $) = £『 + res,

for all a: G G and all r, 5 E _R,

3 + — xs + ys,

for all x^y E G and all s e S.

Such a homomorphism 0 is called a D. G. representation of (R,S) 

on G. This D.G. representation is said to be faithful if KerO = {0} 

In this case, we say that G is called a faithful D.G (R, S)-group.

The following statement is proved very easily, but it is important.
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Lemma 2 15. Let G be a faithful R-group. Then we have the fol

lowing conditions:

(1) If (G, +) ts abelian, then (B, +) is abehan.

(2) If G is distributive, then R zs distributive.

From this Lemma, we get the following Proposition:

Proposition 2.16. If G is a distnbutzve abehan faithful R-group, 

then R is a rmg.

The following statement which is obtained from Lemma 2.15 and 

property of faithful D.G. S)-group is a generalization of the Propo

sition 2.16

Proposition 2.17. Let S) be a D. G. near-rzng. If G is an 

abehan faithful D.G. (B, S)-group, then R %s a ring.

Finally, we also introduce the M/?-property of A-group, which is 

motivated by the Lemma 2.1.

We denote again that Af^(G) := {f e M(G) | (rrr)/ = (rr/)r, for 

all x E r G R} is the set of all /?-maps on. G. An J?-group G is 

called an MR-group over near-ring R)provided that every mapping on 

G is an R-map of G, that is,

M(G) = Mr(G\

For example, every monogenic /?-group (see [13]) is an MR-growp.

A similar property of Proposition 2.14 (1) for ME-group is obtained, 

we use operations on the right side of J?-group as defined previously.

Proposition 2.18 If G is a faithful MR-group over near-rmg R〉 

than R is a commutative near-rzng.

Proof. (1) Let a, b E R. Define a mapping f : G ——> G given 

by xf = xa, for all x E G. Then clearly, f G M(G) Since G is an 

Af J?-group, f E Mr(G) Thus we have the two equalities:

(xb)f — (xb)a = x(ba)
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and since f e M(G) = Mr(G\

(xb)f = (wf)b = {xd)b = x(ab\

Since G is a faithful .R-group, these two equalities implies that ab = ba.

Hence R is a commutative near-ring. □

From the Proposition 2.15 and the above Proposition 2.18, we have 

the following statement.

Corollary 2.19. If G is an abelian faithful MR-group over near

ring R, than R becomes a commutative ring.

The following are the characterization of MB-groups and AM mod

ules

Proposition 2.20. Let G be an R~group with the representation

。:(比 +, ,) —> (M⑹，七 ,)•

Then RO C Center of M(G) tf and only if G is an MR-group.

Proof. We will prove the only if part. Suppose that RO C Center 

of M(G) To show that M(G、) — let / € Af (G), and let x J G,

r E R. Then from 나龙 definitions of 6 and the Center of we have

{xr)f 二二(xr0)f = x(r6 o /) = rr(/ o rd) = (xf)rd = (xf)r.

This implies that f e that is, M{G) C Mr(G). Hence G is an

M Ji-group. □

Corollary 2.21. Let M be a right R-module with the right regular 

representation

0 . (-R, +, ,) —> (End(M))+, ,)■

Then 0(R) 으 Center of End{M} if and only if M ts an AM module.
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